In general, officers as a group may be described in terms of their values as competitive in nature striving toward achievement and success as personal goals. They are ambitious, placing a high value on ability and skills, and they tend to relate more strongly to others who exhibit these traits. Within their organization they value efficiency, productive.«.. t and leadership most highly as goals desirable for the organization and attempt to influence these goals with their own .llities, skills, and achievements. In these efforts, they identify strongly with the Army and with themselves, but recognize the importance and significance of the efforts of their superiors and subordinates in achieving success.1* FRAME OF REFERENCE FOR CIVILIAN MANAGERS Dr. England discovered that: "As a total group, managers' primary orientations are pragmatic; that is, when managers view some concept as important they also tend to view it as successful."^ That is probably not a very amazing result since being a manager indicates some level of success and should predispose managers to place high value on concepts they perceive as successful. He also found a moralistic and ethical secondary orientation.
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